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UK tax or not?
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The statutory residence test details three instances

where an individual will be treated as automatically

non-resident. But what is the UK tax liability in respect

of earnings received for duties carried out in the UK

during the allowed limits for periods spent here?

The statutory residence test (SRT) helpfully gives three circumstances where an

individual is treated as being automatically non-resident.

First, where they are resident in one of the three preceding years and not in the UK

for more than 15 days; second, where they are not resident in the three preceding

years and not in the UK for more than 45 days; and finally, where they are working

full time overseas and not more than 91 days in the UK, of which no more than 30

days can be working days.

The SRT offers no guidance, however, on whether any work done in the UK in the 15,

45 or 30-day limits for a foreign employer can become taxable in the UK, particularly

if the employee and employer are resident in a non-treaty country and the employer

has no permanent establishment in the UK.

Can readers please explain whether there are any circumstances where the income

from the foreign employer of an employee, who is non-UK resident under one of

these three automatic tests, can become liable to UK taxation in respect of the time

working in the UK within these limits?

If the employee is liable to income tax, how should this be calculated and reported?

Query 18,378 – Non-Rested

Reply from MathsReply from Maths

The SRT purely determines the status of an individual for UK tax purposes. If one of
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the three automatic overseas tests for tax year X is satisfied then that individual is

simply not resident in the UK for X.

For an employee, any exposure to UK income tax on any part of the individual’s

earnings is governed by ITEPA 2003, not the SRT, subject to any overriding double tax

agreement. The limits set out in the three overseas tests have no impact on

chargeability of employment earnings.

For the first two overseas tests, no more days must be spent in the UK than the limits

provided (15 or 45 days in tax year X; Sch 45 para 22). The individual may or may not

work in the UK on any such days or may work in the UK for more than these limits so

long as the “days spent in the UK” are not exceeded.

They may, for example, work in the UK for 50 days in year X without jeopardising

satisfaction of the second overseas test as long as not more than 45 days are spent

in the UK in that year.

However, work carried out in the UK will jeopardise satisfaction of the third overseas

test if 31 days or more are worked in the UK (Sch 45 para 14(1)(c)).

Non-Rested’s reference to “working full time overseas and not more than 91 days in

the UK, of which no more than 30 days can be working days” is not strictly correct.

For example, up to 91 days may be spent in the UK in year X and separately (outside

the 91 days) up to 30 days may be worked in the UK without, in principle, failing the

third overseas test (although the consequence may be that insufficient hours are in

fact worked overseas in year X or a significant break arises; see Sch 45 paras 29 and

44(1)(a)).

ITEPA 2003, s 27 charges income tax on earnings of a non-UK resident in respect of

duties performed in the UK. ITEPA 2003, s 41ZA provides for any allocation between

UK and non-UK duties to be on a just and reasonable basis (broadly, apportionment

based on the number of UK and non-UK work days; see also statement of practice

SP1/09).

However, in terms of chargeability, if the UK duties are “incidental” to the overseas

duties no UK income tax charge should arise (ITEPA 2003, s 39). Note, however, that

for SRT purposes there is no concept of “incidental” duties; work in the UK is work in

the UK with no distinction between incidental and substantive duties.

Assuming that the UK duties are not incidental and the individual is non-UK resident

then, irrespective of the residence status of the employer company, earnings

attributable to UK duties are subject to income tax.

Where the individual is resident in a country that has a double tax agreement with

the UK (and the employer is also resident there) then, in the absence of any UK

permanent establishment, the typical income from employment/dependent services

article will offer protection from an income tax charge on the earnings attributable

to the UK duties.



Reply from Elman Wall Tax TeamReply from Elman Wall Tax Team

Non-Rested’s query boils down to whether employment income will be taxable in the

UK if an employee and their employer are resident in a country with no double

taxation treaty with the UK and, if taxable, how to calculate and report it. It is

assumed that the rules for embassy staff, seafarers and airline crew are not in point.

ITEPA 2003, s 27 states clearly that the full amount of general earnings received in

respect of duties performed in the UK is an amount of “taxable earnings” for a year

when employee is non-resident in the UK.

The key is that an individual will always be liable to UK tax on employment income

earned in respect of duties performed in the UK, whether or not paid by a UK

employer, unless they are “merely incidental” (ITEPA 2003, s 39) to an employment

abroad. It should be noted that where the duties in question are an essential part of

the role they cannot be incidental (Robson v Dixon 48 TC 527).

For taxable earnings calculated under s 27 (as detailed in HMRC’s Employment

Income Manual at EIM77020 – Appendix 2: “General earnings in respect of duties

performed in the UK”), where duties are performed partly in the UK and partly

overseas, time apportionment is required to determine how much of the earnings

are in respect of UK duties except where this approach would clearly be

inappropriate (SP5/84).

In theory, the use of a secondary contract covering the UK duties could displace time

apportionment, but recent moves by HMRC suggest that they will try to disregard the

contract where the split is unreasonable. This leaves the question of how the tax is

collected.

First, without a UK presence, the employer is not required to operate PAYE (Clark

(HMIT) v Oceanic Contractors Inc [1983] 2 AC 130). However, the employee has a

choice on whether to receive the income gross and pay tax under self-assessment or

operate PAYE himself under SI 2003/2682, reg 141 and reg 142.

Unusually, the only option HMRC have is to require the first option if they believe

that the individual is incapable of operating PAYE correctly (HMRC’s PAYE Manual

addresses this at PAYE75040).

No National Insurance contributions should be due because the employee is non-UK

resident and the employment is mainly outside the UK (SI 2001/1004,

reg 145(2)).

Closer look... apportionment of UK and overseasCloser look... apportionment of UK and overseas

earningsearnings

The replies considers the application of the statutory residence test to foreign

employees working in the UK. The replies also consider the calculation of the

proportion of the total earnings that will be subject to UK income tax.

Reference is made to HMRC’s Employment Income Manual and the extent to which



time apportionment may be used in calculating taxable UK earnings. The manual at

EIM77020 provides the following example.

“Monica is resident but not ordinarily resident in the UK. Her salary of

£100,000 is paid directly into an offshore bank account. Her contract of

employment provides for a five-day 40-hour working week with 22 days

holiday plus public holidays – a total of 230 workdays.

“During 2005/06, her employer sent her to work at its branch in India for the

whole of October and November, a period of 45 weekdays. She also attended

the branch office in India on the first Saturday and Sunday in October and

spent three other Saturdays working on her employer’s Indian premises. She

received a special bonus of £15,000 awarded solely in recognition of her work

in India.

“In addition, she attended her employer’s Munich office on five separate

occasions during the year. On four of these occasions, she left the UK after

work and stayed overnight before returning to the UK on the following

evening. On the final occasion, she left the UK on a Friday evening and spent

the weekend in Munich. She spent three hours of the Sunday reading papers

relevant to a meeting on the following day. She returned to the UK on Monday

evening.

“Monica was substantially performing the duties of her employment on the

five non-weekdays spent working in India, giving a total 50 workdays in India.

The Sunday in Munich was not an overseas workday so her duties in Germany

encompassed five workdays. The special bonus was on the facts solely

attributable to the performance of duties in India.

“Time apportionment produces the following result:

UK duties: Salary £100,000 x 180/235 = 76,595 (ITEPA 2003, s 25)

Overseas duties: Salary £100,000 x 55/235 = 23,405 + 15,000 = 38,405”


